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Allington, Richard L. (2002). Big brother and the national reading

curriculum: How ideology trumped evidence. Portsmouth, NH:

Heinemann. 0-325-00513-3

The author argues that no research supports the sort of federal

intrusion on local decision-making that characterizes

NCLB mandates. Further, the “corrective actions” for

schools that fail to meet the federal standards likewise

have no research base. The NCLB is driven more by ideology

than by evidence.

Berliner, David C.; Biddle, Bruce J. (1995). The manufactured crisis:

Myths, fraud, and the attack on America’s public schools. Reading,

MA: Addison-Wesley. 0-201-44196-9

The underlying assumption that America’s schools have

failed is challenged by the authors, who demonstrate, with

credible data, that public schools are performing well for

many American citizens. The myth of overall public school

failure, on which NCLB is based, appears to be unsupportable.

On the other hand, the authors also document why

public schools rarely succeed in poor communities and

suggests that nothing in NCLB addresses the issues that

keep these schools from succeeding.

Bracey, Gerald W. (2004). On the death of childhood and the destruction

of public schools: The folly of today’s education policies and

practices. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Gerald Bracey is public schools’ best defender. With

authority, sensitivity, and a good sense of humor, he dis-

mantles the negative PR our public education system has

endured and does it with hardcore data, not phony “science.”

Bracey delivers the statistics and skilled analysis

that prove public schools are doing much better than critics

claim.

Coles, Gerald. (2002). Reading the naked truth: Literacy, legislation,

and lies. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

In clear, straight-forward prose, the author examines the

research used in the National Reading Panel (NRP) Report,

the document used to justify the Reading First instructional

mandates in No Child Left Behind legislation. Through



a close appraisal of the actual studies, the book reveals

how the NRP misrepresented the actual research findings

and explains why there is no scientific basis for mandating

the pre-packaged, skills-heavy, one-size-fits-all beginning

reading instruction in the NCLB. The author also discusses

the political context of Reading First/NCLB within the

Bush administration’s wider policy agenda.

Edelsky, C. (1999). Making justice our project. Urbana, IL: NCTE.

The author shows many examples of education aimed at

creating thoughtful citizens. Unlike the education promoted

under NCLB, these examples inculcate a “civic attitude”

and are what Jefferson intended when he argued that for a

democracy, the citizens must be educated.

Emery, Kathy and Susan Ohanian. (2004) Why is corporate America

bashing public schools? Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

The authors address the question, Where exactly did highstakes

testing come from anyway? Neither parents, teachers,

administrators, nor school boards demanded it, and

now many communities feel powerless to stanch its

appalling effect. Hot on the scent of the testing masterminds

and peeling back layer upon layer of documenta-

Goodman, Kenneth S. (Ed.) (1998). In defense of good teaching: What

teachers need to know about the “Reading Wars” York, ME:

Stenhouse. 1-57110-086-5

The author collected these articles at the height of what the

press was calling the reading wars. They refute, with data

from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, the

unwarranted charge that whole-language teachers had created

a literacy crisis. The authors document the campaign

that coordinated the attack on whole language and on the

hard-working teachers who had created the movement.

Kohn, Alfie and Shannon, Patrick (Eds.) (2002) Education, inc.

Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

The authors collect an eclectic set of articles which describe,

discuss, and critique the business insurgence into American

public schools. The book builds a convincing case against

those who see students as customers or workers.

Krashen, Stephen. (1999). Three arguments against whole language

and why they are wrong. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann 032500119-7



NCLB rests firmly on a view of reading that says that good

readers ignore context, that they process each letter of each

word individually and that “skills-based” instruction is

better than meaning-based instruction. These arguments

have appeared in the popular as well as the professional

press. The author argues that all three of these arguments

are wrong and that the scientific case for “whole language”

remains very strong.

Lent, ReLeah C. and Gloria Pipkin. (2003). Silent no more: Voices of

courage in American schools. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Among the first-person narratives of teachers who’ve

taken costly, principled stands on critical issues in education

are those of Joanne Yatvin, who wrote the minority

report to the National Reading Panel’s findings; Steve Orel,

who was fired from his position as an adult education

instructor after he advocated for 522 students pushed out

of Birmingham city schools a few weeks before state tests

were given; and James Hope, who underwent a three-year

ordeal that threatened him with loss of his Georgia teaching

license for posting a few bad test items to a web site

maintained by parent activists.

Ohanian, Susan. (1999). One size fits few: The folly of educational

standards. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Filled with anecdotes and analysis, the author introduces

the word “Standardisto.” She provides educators and parents

with ammunition to fight the corporate-politico agenda

that infects schools today.

Ohanian, Susan (Foreword by Alfie Kohn) (2002). What happened

to recess and why are our children struggling in kindergarten? New

York: McGraw-Hill. 0-07-138326-3

Schools under pressure to meet NCLB test score requirements

put ugly pressures on children. Starting with the

issues raised in the book’s title, the author documents these

pressures.

Shannon, Patrick. (1989). Reading poverty. Heinemann.

Poverty has everything to do with schooling—how it is

theorized, how it is organized, and how it runs. The author

presents a detailed analysis of the different political representations

of poverty and its causes, and demonstrates

how each offers America a different direction for schooling



and the future.

Shannon, Patrick. (2001). iSHOP/You shop. Heinemann

Shopping is a metaphor for asking questions about things,

ideas, and consequences, and buying is a metaphor for making

decisions about our lives. The author asks us to answer

report to the National Reading Panel’s findings; Steve Orel,

who was fired from his position as an adult education

instructor after he advocated for 522 students pushed out

of Birmingham city schools a few weeks before state tests

were given; and James Hope, who underwent a three-year

ordeal that threatened him with loss of his Georgia teaching

license for posting a few bad test items to a web site

maintained by parent activists.

Smith, Frank. (2004). Unspeakable acts, unnatural practices: Flaws

and fallacies in “scientific” reading instruction. Portsmouth, NH:

Heinemann.

The title of this book is to be taken literally. Direct reading

instruction that is claimed to be “scientific” is founded on

phonic activities that are unspeakable and instructional

practices that are unnatural. The mandated approach to literacy

instruction through phonics and phonemic awareness

is a linguistic impossibility.

Taylor, Denny. (1998). Beginning to read and the spin doctors of science:

The political campaign to change America’s mind about how children

learn to read. Urbana, IL: NCTE 0-8141-0275-1

This is the first of the whistle-blower books on the faulty science

of President Bush and his leave-no-child-behind-noteacher-

standing educational policies. The author undermines

the Texas Miracle and the California catastrophe, and

exposes the ties between Washington and Big Business.

Websites to Find More About NCLB

compiled by Yetta Goodman and Georgia Hedrick

Connect For Kids – Connect For Kids Weekly

OneWorld.net

http://www.oneworld.net/link/gotolink/addhit/29036

NCLB: conspiracy, compliance, or creativity

The Hayes Mizell reader Remarks of Hayes Mizell on April 25,

2003, to the spring conference of the Maryland Council of Staff

http://www.oneworld.net/link/gotolink/addhit/29036


Developers

http://www.middleweb.com/HMnclb.html

V.84 No. 9 Pages 67-9–686/May 2003: Mathis

NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND Costs and Benefits

http://www.pdkintl.org/kappan/k0305mat.htm

IEA - Illinois Education Association

Millions Rev Up for Read Across America - NEA.org (2/20/2004).

More States Joining Rebellion Against NCLB - NEA.org

(2/20/2004). In the news archive.

http://www.jeanea.org

FairTest

The National Center for Fair & Open Testing

http://www.fairtest.org/

Rouge Forum

The Rouge Forum is a group of educators, students, and parents

seeking a democratic society. They learn about equality and social

justice, and adapt what they learn to teaching practice. The group

unites people across union boundaries, across community lines,

and across the fences of race and gender.

http://www.rougeforum.org

http://www.rethinkingschools.org/special_reports/bushplan/nclb181.shtml

http://www.susanohanian.org/show_nclb_news.html

http://www.ed.gov/nclb/landing/jhtml

http://nochildleft.com/links.html

http://www.journalnet.com/articles/2003/12/12/news/local/news11.txt

http://www.thecourier.com/opinion/columns/CM12904.htm

http://www.ceopa.org

http://www.edweek.com

http://www.middleweb.com/HMnclb.html
http://www.jeanea.org
http://www.fairtest.org/
http://www.rougeforum.org
http://www.rethinkingschools.org/special_reports/bushplan/
http://www.susanohanian.org/show_nclb_news.html
http://www.ed.gov/nclb/landing/jhtml
http://nochildleft.com/links.html
http://www.thecourier.com/opinion/columns/CM12904.htm
http://www.ceopa.org
http://www.edweek.com
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